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	The Internet encompasses all types of websites, from social media monoliths to individual
	blogs, from Justin Timberlake fan sites to Fortune 500 businesses. Everyone has a voice, and
	the medium has become the ultimate level playing field for those seeking to interact with
	the world through an always-on, instantly available, nearly ubiquitous venue.


	Fewer benefit more than businesses. In this sense, the term business is encompassing; we’re
	talking about mom-and-pop stores, global giants, local nonprofits, churches, and more—
	anyone who seeks to create a conversation with customers, clients, patrons, members, and
	prospects. Web Design and Marketing Solutions for Business Websites was written to help
	make those websites better.


	Since the lifeblood of business is fostering customer relationships, it is imperative that a website
	serve that purpose unequivocally. From the very first contact with a prospect, to guiding
	them through the conversion funnel, to sustaining them with ample support material, to
	maintaining contact through proactive communication—all of this is designed to attract customers
	and keep them satisfied for the duration of the relationship with your company.


	This book covers the many facets of building a site that serves customers and maintains a
	positive marketing light on the company. First, the basics: content, accessibility, and architecture.
	Next, the guts of the website: the homepage, the About section, products and services,
	support, and the blog. After that, enhancing the website: testimonials, legal material, and
	strong contingency design. Finally, promoting the website: search engine optimization, customer
	newsletters, and advertising.


	A site that maintains a strong blend of all these aspects will serve the business well, and only
	help to complement the company’s other marketing goals.
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Protocols for Multislice CTSpringer, 2005

	This book provides structured up-to-date information on all routine protocols used for multislice (multidetector row) CT. The volume contains a detailed technical section and covers the prevailing investigations of the brain, neck, lungs and chest, abdomen with parenchymal organs and gastrointestinal tract, the musculoskeletal system and CTA...
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The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of 1906 (Great Historic Disasters)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
At approximately 5:12 a.m. on April 18, 1906, a powerful earthquake ripped through the city of San Francisco. Roadways rose and fell like ocean waves. Crumbling walls and chimneys rained glass and bricks onto sidewalks and streets, and crowded rooming houses suddenly vanished into heaps of splintered wood. Yet San Francisco's ordeal had only begun....
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Networking Concepts and Technology : A Designer's Resource (Sun Bluprints)Prentice Hall, 2004
This book is a resource for network architects who must create solutions for emerging network environments in enterprise data centers. You'll find information on how to leverage Sun(TM) Open Network Environment (Sun ONE) technologies to create Services on Demand solutions, as well as technical details about the networking internals. The information...
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Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2004
Recently, there has been a dramatic increase in the use of sensors in the non-visible bands. As a result, there is a need for existing computer vision methods and algorithms to be adapted for use with non-visible sensors, or for the development of completely new methods and systems. Computer Vision Beyond the Visible Spectrum is...
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UNIX to Linux(R) Porting : A Comprehensive Reference (Prentice Hall Open Source Software Development)Prentice Hall, 2006

Port Your UNIX® Applications to Linux®–Quickly, Efficiently, and Reliably


Increasingly, developers, architects, and project managers face the challenge of porting their C, C++, and Java applications from UNIX® to Linux® environments. Now,...
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Jess in Action: Java Rule-Based SystemsManning Publications, 2003
A practical handbook for anyone interested in programming rule-based systems and written by the creator of the popular Java rule engine, Jess, this book is structured around a series of large, fully developed practical examples of rule-based programming in Java. After the topic of rule-based systems is introduced, software developers and...
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